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The fig strangler IntroductionThe strangler fig is a frequent native in the southern half of Florida. This tree wraps around and grows the host tree, eventually reaching out and killing the owner. There are at least 10 species of ficus in the state, only two of which are native. Ficus aura is common in hammocks and border
mangrove swamps in the central and southern Florida peninsula. Blossom from spring to summer (Wunderlin, 2003). The tree strangler is found only in FL (Kartesz, 1999). Description The figs can grow 50 feet tall. Its fruits begin golden yellow, redness to purple. Copyright impact: Roger L. Hammer Common Landscape
uses: An specimen tree in residential and commercial landscapes where there is ample space. Environmental Restoration Notes: An important large canopy tree in the hammocks. Availability: Widely cultivated. Available at all Native Garden Center and Plant Nursery (239-939-9663) and Indian Trails Native Nursery in
Lake Worth (561-641-9488). Description: A large tree with a wide rounded crown formed from many strong branches, often arising from the ground. Prominent air roots form secondary trunks. The main trunks are large, up to 3 feet or more in diameter. The bark is usually gray, smooth. The leaves are thick and leathery,
dark green above and paler under, usually 3-5 inches long. Semi-deciduous, leaves turn over quickly in late winter or early spring. Dimensions: Usually 40-60 feet high; 76 feet in south Florida. Often as wide as high. Growth rate: Fast. Range: Monroe County Keys north of Brevard, Osceola, Polk, Hillsborough and
Pinellas counties; West Indies, southern Mexico and Central America. For a digitized image of the Elbert Little range map in Florida, visit the Exploring Florida website. Map of IRC data selection from the Florida Peninsula. Map of proposed postcodes north of Indian River and Manatee counties. A postcode map with
habitat recommendations north of Martin and Charlotte counties. Habitats: hammocks; also swamps where it will grow semi-epithitically on cypress (Taxiium) or cabbage palms (Sabal palmetto). Soils: moist, well drained to moderately well-drained sandy or limestone soils, with humus top layer; semi-epithetic in the
swamps. Nutrition needs: moderate; can grow in nutritious poor soils, but needs some organic content to thrive. Tolerance to salt water: moderate; allows brackish water or sometimes flooding with salt water. Tolerance to the salty wind: high; can tolerate a moderate amount of salty wind without injury. Drought
resistance: high; does not require any extra water once created. Lighting requirements: Full sun. Flower: N/A; Flowers are carried inside the figs. Floral characteristics: Inconspicuous. Flowering season: year-round; peak spring-summer. Fruits: red or yellow non-test figs, soft when ripe. Year. Wildlife and ecology: The
strangler figs often begin life as an epiphyte, later sending the roots down into the ground. It is mostly spread by the birds that consume figs. Most often dials on cabbage palmetto. It provides significant food and cover for wildlife. It is a larva plant-host for ruddy butterflies-daggers (Marpesia petreus) and fig sphinxes
(Pachylia ficus). Whitefly rice feeds on leaves and branches. Pollinated by a specific host wasp (Pegoscapus mexicanus). Cedar wax and many other birds eat fruit. It supports a large community of insects that provide food for insect-eating birds. Gardening Notes: Easily grown from seeds. Smash the figs on paper, let
dry and then brush the small seeds on the soil in the container. Do not cover the seeds with soil. Start in light shade or full sun. Comments: Unlike some non-local fig trees, the fig strangler can withstand strong winds and rarely blows in hurricanes or tropical storms. The roots can be invasive, especially around water
sources such as septic tanks and drainage fields. He is easily recruited into the garden, especially in cracks in stone surfaces. Unlike its native relative short bodice fig (Ficus citrifolia), it has abundant air roots. Invasive ficus roots are causing big problems for neighbor hood lawns and sprinkler lines in Florida. Legislation
Trees and Ornaments Offering the world walls of glossy green leaves, it wraps around units and marches into neat flat lines down miles of roadway, dominating and masking local scenery. Dense, preened to square perfection and a surprising view of obstruction, it's the hedging that ate South Florida. Woven from trees
trimmed and trimmed into an eternal representation like shrubs, the classic south Florida hedging ficus grows almost everywhere, often planted from one of two varieties: Ficus benjamina or Ficus microcarpa. Climbing 8, 15, 20, even 40 feet, the popular ficus separates units and individual backyards, hides weathered
fences and puts on cold concrete walls throughout Palm Beach and Broward counties. People will slap these ficus hedges so quickly, said Ken Fairman, general manager of the Miami driveway maintenance company. The homeowners are terribly guilty of this. As we all isolate ourselves from each other, ficus hedging is
one of the best ways to do this. The non-native fine-nessic hedging is both loved and despised. There's no middle ground, said Gene Joyner, a Palm Beach County urban gardener. Favorite because it knits arguably the ultimate privacy screen life, is growing rapidly into a land blockade of green, cheap to plant and easy
to shape. Despised because he is prolificly planted, spreading the same thing on landscapes. This removes any sense of place, laments Lake Worth native plant nursery owner Richard Moyrud. There are those famously invasive roots, too, that do raids on neighboring yards and beyond. The tentacles can crack pipes
and sprinkler lines, pavement, invade pools, clog toilets and pop bathroom tiles off the walls (so says the local ficus knowledge). You really have to protect yourself from the growth of the ficus, points out one Fort Lauderdale gardener on the tropical plant website. Benjamin's Ficus is probably the most transplanted tree in
all of south Florida. Hedges don't add much aesthetically, says Joan Davis, landscape designer and community planner for the environmental group of 1,000 Florida friends. It's boring. I'd be happy to never see another ficus hedge,' she said. It's a waste of good soil. Ficus hedges really cut up to the size of ficus trees,
which, unhindered, can climb 50 feet tall or more. And they are known for their longevity. If you're stuck alone on the side of the road somewhere and never touched it with fertilizer, it'll still be there for 30 years, Joyner said. And it will get bigger, too. But as hedges grow, so does the cost of keeping from fulfilling their
propensity to turn into giant trees, experts say. They are constantly combed with landscaping - some charged by a mile - that cut branches from stairs, scaffolding and even trucks with buckets. Benjamina's cousin, the Ficus microcarp, a doppelganger with dark leaves often curled up by insect invasions called thrips, has
become something more sinister than a maintenance problem. It is an invader of natural territories. After pollinating the wasp arrived in Florida years ago, perhaps from Hawaii, once sterile fruit plants began to yield fertile seeds. And with that, the city dweller began to branch out on his own. Microcarp trees - adult hedges
- have found their way into the Big Cypress National Wildlife Refuge and live in at least 18 natural areas in Monroe, Miami-Dade, Collier, Palm Beach and Martin counties, according to the Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council. The wasp that may spring Ficus benjamina from its lawn edge confinement has yet to arrive in
Florida, but the shrub of urban exploits are cause enough for grief. Ficus roots, along with black olive roots, are the two worst water infiltrators and sewer lines, said Ray Posada, roto-ruter general manager of Palm Beach and Broward counties. I saw the toilets shifted. ... I saw their cracked bowls, unfortunately, said
Posada, whose company advises builders to avoid planting the ficus. They will attack any seam, any kind of void there in the pipe. Fairman, Driveway Maintenance Inc., earns money by damaging roots from ficus shrubs and adult trees. He thinks that ficus hedging makes for a boring divider, but can still find something
nice to say about it. It's probably better than a chain fence with plastic straps in it, Fairman said. Despite the criticism, the ficus hedging plantings continue. Landscape architects still point them to projects, albeit in limited areas, said landscape architect Tammy Cook with Calvin, Giordano and Associates in Fort
Lauderdale. It's not as abundant as it was She said. Weston is loaded with ficus hedges, but limits their height to 6 feet, she said. In the well-heeled city of Palm Beach, the fortress of ficus hide many palace houses. Cook's firm sees one good good for them in the community: around the garbage cans. It's the only place
we're supporters of ficus hedging,' she said. Griffin flips the products of turf, nursery, decorative and water sports in SePRO. VALDOSTA, Ga. - Griffin L.L.C. has stripped specific products within its turf, nursery, decorative and aquatic enterprise of SePRO Corporation in Carmel, Indiana. The transfer of these assets and
products was effective on 1 July 2004. Financial details of the deal were not disclosed. We believe these products will be a good fit for SePRO, said Mike McDermott, Global Business Manager of DuPont Professional Products on behalf of Griffin L.L.C. As we build our portfolio for the professional products business at
DuPont, we will focus on the pest control and lawn industry with our own products. We are confident that SePRO will continue to meet the business requirements of Griffin users in the U.S. water and horticultural industry. Griffin L.L.C., based in Valdosta, Georgia, is a supplier of proven crop protection chemicals and is
wholly owned by DuPont. A California city is suing a resident for cutting pines in half. Legislation Trees and Ornaments DANA POINT, California . - In an unusual display of municipal pique, Dana Point officials sued the homeowner, who they say had the tops of seven pines in a public park lopped off so he could have an
unobstructed view from his multimillion-dollar home. The lawsuit alleges that Arthur Warren, whose home in the exclusive Lantern Bay Estates neighborhood is bordered by Heritage Park, hired workers in late June to make the case after the city's tree trimmers abandoned. The seven pines of Aleppo, which the arborist
says are in their 40s, were cut in half, said Ron Morrow, an arborist who works for the city. Warren, who has lived in the house for several years, now has a clear view of Dana Point Harbor beneath it, San Clemente and San Onofre in the south and Laguna Beach and Cape to the north. But it can cost him dearly. The
section of the State Civil Code states that any person who cuts down or damages any tree or wood on public land is liable for triple damage. Morrow said each of the seven trees is worth at least $50,000, based on the cost of the replacement. City Manager Douglas C. Chotkevys said Dana Point has also launched a
criminal investigation into the incident, which could lead to vandalism, infiltration and destruction of state property charges against Warren and tree trimmers. He said he expected the probe to be completed soon. Warren, who recently said from the balcony, was surprised by the fuss, forwarding additional questions to his
lawyer. David Wiechert, a San Clemente-based lawyer who represented the former Treasurer County Robert Citron, in a 1994 county bankruptcy probe, said he and his client are hiring our own experts to review the status of the trees. He added: 'We found pictures of the pictures trees like they were trimmed a couple of
years ago in the city that look remarkably similar to how the trees are trimmed now. Unauthorized tree prunings are common along California's coastline, where homeowners fiercely defend their views and sometimes take extreme measures to protect or restore them. Panoramic views can easily add $25,000 to $100,000
to the value of a home, real estate brokers say. They say the value can fall by as much if the view is blocked. Reports of residents sneaking around at night with poison tanks to kill their neighbors' trees or calling tree trimmers to crack offend growth while their neighbors are on vacation have prompted several Southland
cities to pass ordinances that try to balance the rights of homeowners who have paid a premium for opinion against their neighbors' rights to grow trees on their property. Intrusions into public property are also not unusual. There were other people at Lantern Bay Estates who were doing midnight pruning too, Chotkevys
said. But civil and criminal cases are rare. In this case, according to the officials, the violation was so egregious and destructive that the initiation of a criminal case and criminal investigation were appropriate. It was very serious because what you have here is one of the most beautiful parks on the California coast,
Chotkevys said. The heritage park, about four acres of cobbled paths among pines and trimmed grass, sits high above Dana Point Harbour with sweeping views of the harbor and coast. It's a showcase city park where workers are building a makeshift stage for Shakespeare's Park performances this month. Park visitor
Peggy Stein, 62, looked at the shortened trees and shook her head. The trees were there before he built it, she said. What's he going to say next? Will he want these cuts? She asked, swinging at several tall pines a couple of hundred feet from Warren's house. Where to stop it? Ernie Karabba, 71, of Dana Point said the
lawsuit had many ceremonies about anything. It's like when a guy gets a haircut and the first couple of days he doesn't look so good. But then he grows back. They will be back, he said of the trees. But the city's arborist said the trees were essentially destroyed. Rescuing them is almost out of the question, he said.
They've been cut so far, you haven't been left with much and you'd be left with poorly structured trees. They grow sideways, not upwards. In addition, the crew apparently used climbing spikes. Wounds left in trees make them more susceptible to disease and infections, Morrow said. Morrow said he was shocked when he
saw the trees: We had just clipped the trees professionally two weeks before this happened. The company, partly owned by a high-profile Florida lawyer, could face high court costs. Defense attorney David Boyce has been involved in high-profile cases including Microsoft and Al Gore recount a try in Florida. Photo:



William Morris Agency WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- Palm Beach landscaping company presented and partially partially Celebrity lawyer David Boies has racked up his fourth and fifth contempt of court citations, as well as $81,000 in damages and fines, for wilfully, willfully and repeatedly breaching court orders in an
eight-year legal battle. Nical Palm Beach Inc. and co-owner Amy Habi - a Boies employee, client, business partner and close friend - also face the prospect of paying more than $1 million in legal costs, costs and compensation to the owners of a rival company, Scott Lewis Gardening and Trimming Inc. in orders dated
July 8, Palm Beach District Judge David Crowe said Scott and Carol Lewis are entitled to more than $43,000 in damages because Nical illegally diverted one of its lucrative lawn care bills. Crowe also charged nearly $38,000 in fines against Nical and Habie for violating an order to stop using Lewis's company name in
signs and advertisements. This is ongoing, willful misconduct and contemptuous activity, the order said. A lead attorney for Nical and Habie, Stephen Rush of Boies, Schiller and Flexner's Miami office, could not be reached for comment Monday. Lewis, though not a lawyer, represents himself in the lawsuit. Jack Scarola,
an attorney for Carol Lewis and the company, said the rulings were another step toward ending the marathon lawnmower war. Another judge acknowledged the pattern of gross disregard on the part of Ms. Habi and Nical for the authority of the court and laid the groundwork to ensure that gross neglect does not go
unpunished and does not continue, Scarola said. Crowe is the eighth district judge in the case, which has been caromed through state and federal courts since Lewis sold his Business to Habi in 1996. Each accused the other of violating the sales contract, and Xabi sued when Lewis returned to business with a rival
company. They agreed to a settlement agreement in 1998, but have been in court for violations ever since. Nical lost 11 adverse appeals but kept the lawsuit alive thanks to the efforts of Boies and many other lawyers from his firm and firms brought by Boies, Schiller and Flexner. Florida Bar filed ethics charges against
the Boies after Crowe rebuked his firm for providing years of free Habi legal services and paying more than $400,000 in other attorney fees and expenses to keep the lawsuit going. The attorney asked the charges to be dismissed in May after a Leon County judge hearing an ethics case said the attorney could propel all
the money he wanted to the client, rather than violate the rules of the Bar Chamber. Boyce is known for his role in high-profile cases such as the government's attack on Microsoft and the failed attempt to recount Al Gore's vote in the 2000 election. He first represented Xabi in 1992 in her divorce from ex-husband Jose
Joey Habi, a Guatemalan textile producer who kidnapped their two children. The Boies Family Trust owns 20 per cent of Xabi's company its chief financial officer at Boies, Schiller and Flexner. Teh Teh The lawyer filed ethics charges against Boies after Crowe rebuked his firm for providing years of free Habi legal
services and paid more than $400,000 in other attorney fees and expenses to keep the lawsuit going. The attorney asked the charges to be dismissed in May after a Leon County judge hearing an ethics case said the attorney could propel all the money he wanted to the client, rather than violate the rules of the Bar
Chamber. Boyce is known for his role in high-profile cases such as the government's attack on Microsoft and the failed attempt to recount Al Gore's vote in the 2000 election. He first represented Xabi in 1992 in her divorce from ex-husband Jose Joey Habi, a Guatemalan textile producer who kidnapped their two children.
The Boies family trust has 20 percent of Habie's company, and he made it chief financial officer of Boies, Schiller and Flexner with a salary of $120,000 a year, according to the affidavit. The State Association and the university send contractors to reorganize the governor's landscape. Michigan Gov. Jennifer M. Granholm
/ Photo: Lansing, Mich. -- Three employees from Bay Landscaping are at work all their lives in the state capital this summer. Wayne Vos, Jeff Selinski and Jessica Metzger move the land and plant trees and shrubs at the governor's residence in Lansing. The work is part of an effort sponsored by the Michigan
Kindergarten and Landscape Association and the Michigan State University School of Horticulture to transform the property surrounding the home. The house is owned by the state and is occupied by Gov. Jennifer M. Granholm and her family. The project began in December and is expected to continue throughout the
summer. I think it's going to be a lot of fun, said Vos, a landscape master who has worked at Bay Landscaping for 25 years. I've done a lot of great work, some of it out of town, but I've never done anything like it. Bay Landscaping was chosen to send three representatives to the Saginaw Valley Kindergarten Association,
one of seven state chapters of the Michigan Kindergarten and Landscape Association. According to Amy E. Frankmann, executive director of the organization, all 1,100 MNLA members were eligible to participate in the program. Frankmann said the idea for the project came about after she heard Granholm's husband,
Daniel G. Mulhern, talk at a conference about renovations at the governor's home. After that I joked with him about the yard and he said it looked awful, Frankmann said. So we started working with the man grounds there and came up with a whole new look to match the renovations in the house. According to her, the
improvement plan includes water objects, brick paving and new plant material. Frankmann said Granholm appeared at the end of his last working day in June and spent about 30 minutes with a crew of 45 workers. Metzger, a resident of Cass City and a junior major in the field design at MSU, beamed with expectation. I
think it's going to be a really neat experience and a great big have on her resume, she said. I'm not sure what to expect, but how many people can say they helped develop landscaping in the governor's mansion? Mansion? ficus tree florida care. ficus tree south florida. ficus tree native to florida
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